
FERNANDO A. CEBALLOS, P.E.

LEADERSHIP COACH | CIVIL ENGINEER

DEVELOPING THE NEXT

GENERATION OF PASSIONATE

COMMUNITY LEADERS

Licensed professional civil engineer and leadership coach with

experience in personal branding , building a STEM workforce and

intentional leadership development . Fernando delivers action steps for

his audience to follow through his experiences and stories he 's been able

to create through his non-profit work throughout the country . 
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INTENTIONAL  LEADERSHIP

SIGNATURE TALK

The impact you drive with the personal decisions you make

In this session attendees will be able to learn the value of

taking ownership of their lives and the impact they can drive

in their communities. The key takeaways will be the

following: action steps needed to find their tribe, outline for a

purposeful "why" and a clearer vision of the opportunities

they are leaving un-turned. This session reveals the blind

spots of those running through the motion and allowing life

to happen to them instead of for them.

Owning your background and finding your personal

identity

 

In this session attendees will learn the impact culture

drives in their everyday life and the influence their

diversity/heritage plays in the corporate and social

world. Attendees will gain perspective on the questions

and mapping they can follow to understand their role and

the power they have to drive positive change.

 If you require a different topic to be covered,

presentations can be tailored to your

audience needs. 

 

Below are tailored workshops that have been

delivered in the past:

WORKSHOPS

POTENT I A L

BREAKOUT

SESS IONS

Building a Future in STEM

Personal Branding

Leadership Development

Overcoming Failure

Finding Your Why

Building Your Tribe

CULTURAL  RESPONSIBILITY

SIGNATURE TALK


